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A fundamental solution is constructed for the heat operator which is defined 
on all of R”+’ and vanishes for t < 0 and for t > E. This solution is constructed 
so that it has as mild a growth as possible for 1 x 1 + co. It is applied to the solu- 
tion of the inhomogeneous heat equation with the right side supported in a strip. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the heat operator on Rn+l, 
By definition, a distribution E on R n+l is a fundamental solution for H if 
HE = 6, where 8 is the Dirac measure at the origin. The classical fundamental 
solution is of course the locally integrable function 
E&x, t) = 0 
= -(4~-t)-~/~ exp{-- x 12/4t} 
for t < 0, 
for t > 0. 
It follows that E is a fundamental solution for H if and only if E - E, is a solu- 
tion of the heat equation Hu = 0 on R n+l. In Section 2 we show that for any 
E > 0 there exists a fundamental solution E which has the property that it 
vanishes for t < 0 and for t 3 E. This solution also has the property that it 
coincides with E. for t < ~12. Thus, what we essentially must do is find a solution 
E of the heat equation for t > ~12 which satisfies 
E(x, 42) = E&t c/2), E(x, c) = 0. 
Of course, this violates uniqueness for the initial value problem for H, and so E 
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must have very large growth properties as : x ! -+ CO for e/2 < t < E. We also 
show in Section 2 that this can be controlled so as to be as mild as possible in a 
certain sense. 
In Section 3 this fundamental solution is used to obtain solutions of the 
inhomogeneous heat equation Hu = f, where f is a distribution on Rnfl which 
has support contained in a strip R” x [a, b). It is shown that a solution u can 
be found which is also a distribution on Rn+l and which has support contained 
in the strip R” x [a, b]. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTION 
We now construct the desired fundamental solution. As was mentioned in the 
Introduction, uniqueness for the initial value problem for H has to be violated. 
A sharp result on uniqueness was given by Tacklind [4], having the following 
form. Let h be a positive increasing function on [0, co). Assume 
s 
m (ds/h(s)) = co. 
0 
Suppose that u is continuous on Rn x [0, T) and Hu = 0 on R” 
Suppose U(X, 0) = 0. If u satisfies an estimate of the form 
i 46 t)l d a exp@ I x I h(l x I)), 
then u = 0. On the other hand, if 
x (0, T). 
(1) 
(2) 
then there exists a function u having all these properties except that u + 0. 
Because of this uniqueness result, our fundamental solution will not satisfy any 
growth condition of form (1) unless (2) holds for h. To obtain a fundamental 
solution with a best possible type of growth condition, we assume there is given 
a positive increasing function h on [0, co) satisfying (2). 
THEOREM. Let E > 0 and let h be given satisfying (2). Then there exists a 
fundamental solution E for the heat operator on Rn+r which satisfies 
supp E C R” x [0, E], 
E = E, 012 R” x (-00, $1, 
I E(x, 41 < a exp(b Ix I 41 x I>) on R” x [&E, co), 
for certain positive constants a and b. 
409/60/z-2 
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We now give the proof, reducing the problem first to the case 71 = 1. For, if 
such a fundamental solution D1) is constructed for the case n = 1, then we can 
take 
qx, t) = E(l)(x, , t) Et)@2 ) t) *** Ey(x, ) t). 
The estimate becomes 
j E(x, t)l < a exp(b ) x1 1 h(l xi I)) (27r~)-o+~)P 
< a exp(b / x 1 h(l x I)) (~?TE)-(~-~)/~. 
Following the exposition given in the book of Eidel’man [l], let s = g(y) be 
the inverse of the function y = sh(s). Then g(y)/y is decreasing, since 
&9/Y = ws> = M). 
Also, condition (2) is easily seen to be equivalent to 
(3) 
LEMMA. There exists a function q~ E P((0, co)) such that 
p(t) = -(47rt)-l/2 forO<t<*, 
dt> = 0 fOY 1 < t < co, 
I v'k'(t)l < C(Ah/g(k))2" for 4 < t < 00, 
for certain positive numbers A and C. 
We prove this in the Appendix. 
To finish proving the theorem, note that any function of the form 
iOf Yt) (~““/Gw) 
is formally a solution of the heat equation. In particular, E,, has this form precisely 
with f(t) = -(4rt)-1/2. Now choose 
f(t) = Ws,(&), 
where 6 > 0 will be determined. Note that 
f(t) = -(47rt)-1’2 for 0 < t < l/26, 
f(t) = 0 for l/S < t < co, 
1 f fk)(t)l ,< C6k+1’2(Ah/g(h))2” for l/26 < t < co. 
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Therefore, if 
E(x, t) = f p’(t) (X2”/(2k)!), 
k=O 
then for l/26 < t, 
I E(x, t)l < f Csk+l’yAk/g(k))2” (X2kj(2k)!). 
I;=0 
Since (2K)! > c(~K)~” e--2k, we have for y = 1 x / h(i .X I), 
j E(x, t)/ < c Csk+““(Ay/g(y))“” (X2k/(2k)!) 
O<k<v 
+ Cc-l C Sk+1/2(Ak/g(k))2k (e2kx2k/(2k)2k). 
v<k<m 
(4) 
The first sum in (4) is dominated by 
CW2 f (AW2k( 1 x I) x)2k (1/(2k)!) < CS1/2 exp(AS1/2 1 x 1 h(l x I)). 
L-0 
The second sum is 
C’C-~S~/~ 1 (AW2kex/g(k) 2k)2” < Cc-W2 1 (AW2ex/2g(y))*~ 
tKk<m I<k<aC 
< Cc-W2 f (AW2ex/2 / x 1)“” 
k=O 
= cc-qj1/2(l - (ASe2/4))-1 
if ,4S < 4e-z. Thus, for a fixed choice of 6 we have 
for 112s < t. 
We thus find that HE = 0 for t > 0, and that 
E = E, for O<t<1/26, 
E=O for I/S < t < co. 
The theorem is then proved by using instead of E the function hE(Ax, Pt), 
where A266 = I. Q.E.D. 
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3. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we follow closely the account of a similar result found in [2, 
pp. 153-1551. Although we establish the first theorem for the heat operator, it 
holds as well for any parabolic operator having a fundamental solution supported 
in R” x [0, 61. 
We use the notation 
B, = {XE R": 1 x 1 < a}, 
52, = B, x R, 
Nb,r = {u E Cm(Qa): Hu = 0 in .Q, , supp u C B, x [0, Y]}. 
LEMMA. If 0 < a < b and 0 < Y < s and u E Na,, , then there exists a 
sequence {uk} C A$, such that lim,,, uk = II in the topology of P(Q,). 
Proof. We must prove that Ja,, is contained in the closure of the set of 
restrictions to Q, of functions in Mb,, . By the Hahn-Banach theorem, we must 
show that if v E J?‘(Q,) and (v, u) = 0 for all u E J$s , then also (Y, u> = 0 for 
all u E No,, . Choose a fundamental solution E for H with support contained in 
R" x [O,s - r]. 
If y E Cscc(R”fl) has support contained in (R" x [0, Y]) n QG, then E * pl is 
supported in R" x [0, s] and H(E t v) = y = 0 in Q, . Therefore, 
(v, E * F) = 0. Using the notation ~“(x, t) = +x, -t), we then have 
0 = v * E’ * ?‘(O) = (v * E’, 9). 
Define p = Y * E’. We thus see that p = 0 on the interior of (R" x [0, Y]) n fib”; 
i.e., p = 0 on BBC X (0, r). 
Now there exists 0 < (Y < a such that supp Y CDm . Let Ht = d + (a/at) 
be the transpose of H. Then Htp = Y = 0 on B,” X (0, r). Since solutions of 
the (adjoint) heat equation are analytic functions of x for each fixed t, analytic 
continuation yields p = 0 on Bat x (0, Y). Thus, 
SUPP p n (R" x (0,r))C B, x (0,r). 
Choose # E Com(Qa) such that 4 = 1 near Em x [0, Y]. Let pi = I,& and 
vi = H& . Then p1 and vr E &‘(Q,). And v - vi = Ht(p - #p) = 0 near 
B, x [0, r]. Since supp(v - VJ C supp p, we conclude that 
v--1=0 on R" x (0,~). (5) 
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Finally, consider any u E Ma,? . Because supp u C B, x [0, r], (5) implies 
(v - vr , u) = 0. But 
xv1 > u) = (Htpl , u) = (pl, Hu) = (p1 , 0) = 0. 
Therefore (Y, u> = 0. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM. Let f E 9'(Rn+l) and suppose supp f C Rn x [a, b). Then there 
exists u E 9'(Rn+l) such that Hu = f and supp u C R" x [a, b]. 
Proof. By induction we construct a sequence (uk} satisfying 
Uk E Lv(Q,), 
Hu, =f on Qk-1 , 
SUPP Uk c R” x [a, yk], where a < rk < b. 
Suppose that ul, u2 ,..., uk have been constructed. We must find an appro- 
priate uk+r . First, we can find 
v E 9’(Qk+l), 
Hv =f on Q k, 
supp “u’ C Rn x [a, r], where a < Y K b. 
To see this, choose v(x) E Coa(Bk+J with p = 1 on B, , and let z, = E * (yf), 
where E is a fundamental solution with supp EC R" x [0, e]. Since yf has 
compact support contained in R n x [a, b), then supp vf C Rn x [a, Y’] with 
a < r’ < b. Thus, supp v C R" x [a, T’ + ~1. So choose E such that 
r=r’+E<b. 
Now consider 
U k - v E a’(Qk>, 
H(u, - v) = 0 on Qk-, , 
supp(uk - v) c R" x [a, max(rk ) Y)]. 
Note that since His hypoelliptic, uk - v E Cffi(L2,-,). Thus, the preceding lemma 
implies that if max(rk , Y) < Yk+t < b, then there exists w such that 
Hw=O on Qk+l ? 
SUPP w C R" x [a, yk+J, 
and 
1 uk - v- w 1 < 2-’ on Gk-, . 
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Finally, let uk+i = v + w. Then uR+i has the desired properties, and also 
1 uk+l- uk 1 <2-k on Qk-s. 
Now it is easy to check that there exists u = lim,,, uk in the sense of weak 
convergence of distributions on R n+l, and that u has all the desired properties. 
Q.E.D. 
Remarks. In certain directions this theorem cannot be improved. For in- 
stance, if we assume only that supp fC R” x [a, b], then there is not necess- 
arily a solution with supp ?I C R” x [a, b]. For if f = 6 and a = b = 0, then 
Hu = 6 implies u - Es is a solution of the heat equation on all of Rn+l. There- 
fore, lim,,,, ~(0, t) = -co, and so supp u p R” x (-co, 01. 
Also, if we assume supp f C R” x [a, b), we cannot necessarily find a solution 
with supp u C R” x [a, b). For example, suppose n = 1 and f = C,“=, S~k,--llk~, 
where S~,+J is the Dirac measure with support at (x,, , t,,). Then supp f C 
R x [--I, 0). If Hu = f on R2, then for any k it follows as in the previous 
paragraph that lim,,(-,,,)+ u(k, t) = --co. Thus, for t > -l/k and t sufficiently 
near -l/k, u(x, t) + 0 for -co < x < k. But since solutions of the heat 
equation are analytic as funtions of X, it then follows that (0, -l/k) E supp u. 
Thus, (0,O) E supp u, so that supp u Q R x [--I, 0). 
We now give three applications of this theorem. 
COROLLARY 1. Let g E C(R”) and E > 0. Then there exists a continuous 
function u on R” x [0, CD) such that 
Hu=O O?Z R” x (0, a), 
u(x, 0) = g(x) for all x E R”, 
u(x, t) = 0 forallxERnandallt 3~. 
Proof. This follows as a standard application of the theorem. Let f be defined 
by 
f=-gO& 
where 6 is the Dirac measure at 0 on R. By the theorem, there exists u E .9’(R”+l) 
such that Hu = -g @ 6 and supp u C R” x [0, ~1. To check the initial condi- 
tion, let IJI E Csa(R”) be arbitrary, and let 
v = -a, * (q2g @ 6). 
Then v is the standard solution of the initial value problem for the heat equation 
having initial values 
;+T V(X> 4 = &o) &o>- 
MO! 
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As He, = -pg @ 6, we have H(u - v) = (9’ - 1)g @ 6. Now if we choose v 
so that v = 1 on an open set G C R”, then H(u - V) = 0 on G x R, and thus 
u - v E P(G x R). Since u - z, = 0 on R” x (-co, 0), we conclude 
u--=OonGx(-co,O],andthusforanyx,EG 
lim u(x, t) = dxo) &x0) = g(xo). 
x-asrJ 
t-o+ 
As G is arbitrary, the result follows. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.l Suppose g E C=(R”) and that for some E > 0 there exists a 
function z, E Cm(Rn x [-E, 01) such that 
Hv=O on R” x (-E, 0), 
v(x, 0) = g(x) for all x E R”. 
Let a < 0. Then there exists a function u E Cm(Rn+r) such that 
Hu=O on Rn+l , 
u(x, 0) = g(x) for aZZ x E R”, 
u=o on R” x (-co, a]. 
Proof. By the previous corollary we can solve the initial value problem for H 
with initial values g. We also call this function v(x, t) for t 2 0. Then we still 
have Hv = 0 on R” x (-6, CO). Choose y E C”(R) such that 
m = 1 for c<t<co, 
=o for --co < t < b, 
where we choose a < b < c < 0 and --E < 6. We regard v as being defined 
on all of Ra+r by setting it equal to zero for t < b. Note that the support of 
H(q~v) is contained in R” x [b, c]. By the theorem, there exists w such that 
Hw = H(cpv) on 
supp w C R” x [b, &I. 
Rn+l, 
Now define u = p - w. Then Hu = 0 on Rn+l and on R” x (Qc, co) we have 
u = pyv = v. Thus, u(x, 0) = g(x). Q.E:D. 
1 Suggested to the author by F. Reese Harvey. 
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COROLLARY 3. Assume n = 1. Let f be continuous on [0, I], f(0) = 0. Let 
T > 0. Then there exists a solution of the problem 
u is continuous forO<x<l, O<t<T, 
Hu = 0 forO<x<l, O<t<T, 
4% 0) = f(x) fOYO<X<l, 
u(x, T) = 0 fOYO<X<l, 
u(0, t) = 0 for 0 < t < T. 
Proof. We use the method of reflection. Extend f to be an odd continuous 
function on R having compact support. Choose a fundamental solution E 
which has support contained in R x [0, T/2] and which is an even function 
of x. (Note that the construction in Section 2 produced an even function of x.) 
Then the function 
u(x, t) = I- -W - Y, 9f (y) dr --m 
has all the right properties. 
APPENDIX 
Q.E.D. 
Here we prove the lemma of Section 2 by a very standard construction which 
we include for the sake of completeness. 
Define a new sequence 1 = M,, , Ml , M, ,..., by the recursion formula 
Mk-JMk = (g(Wk)2, k = 1, 2,.... 
This sequence is logarithmically convex, since 
Also, (3) implies 
Since the terms in this series are decreasing, lim,,, k(Mk-JMk) = 0 and there- 
fore limk,,(K!/Mk) = 0. We conclude that there exists a constant /I such that 
pi& > k!, k = 0, 1, 2 ,.... 
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The theorem of Denjoy and Carleman [3] implies that there exists a function 
# E Corn(R) such that 
4 3 0, * + 0, 
suPP * C I% 11, 
I tPk’(t)l < M~+P~+~, 
where a is some number, of which we can assume 01 > 1. Now let 
where y is chosen such that 
x=1 on (- 00, &I, 
x=0 on P, a), 
1 x’“‘(t)l < yM,ork+l fork 3 1. 
By increasing ok if necessary we can assume the last inequality to be valid also for 
k = 0. 
Finally, let 
qJ( t) = - (47rt)-1’2 x(t) for t > 0. 
Note that 
l(#c/&")t-l/2 / = 4 . g . . . (k _ #-k-l!2 
< Jz(t-k-l!2 
< /3Mkt-“-l12. 
Therefore, for t > 3 the Leibniz rule implies 
1 ,#“‘(t)j < (477)-l/2 i (t) YMk-jak-j+1/3Mjt-+1’2. 
j=o J 
The logarithmic convexity of the sequence {Mk} implies Mk-jMj < M,,Mk . 
Thus 
1 @k’(t)] < (47r)-“2 cxflyt-1’2Mk go (3 ak-jt-j 
< (2~9~‘~ c$yM,&t + 2)‘. 
Q.E.D. 
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